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Marriage is the best thing that can happen to anyone.In fairy tales, it is shown that a Ã¢â‚¬Å“happy

ever afterÃ¢â‚¬Â• is always the ending of true love. While we believe this even as adults, we cannot

deny that we still hope for these ideal visions to become our reality.In reality, however, a Cinderella

story could end up as a nightmare. Instead of singing sweet hymns to one another, couples curse

and shout. Rather than exchanging hugs and kisses, a husband and wife exchange lawsuits and

restraining orders.Today, I will say with conviction that there is still hope.There is still a chance to

transform this nightmare into your sweetest dream. The book, Ã¢â‚¬Å“How to Save Your

MarriageÃ¢â‚¬Â• takes you one step to this feat. Here are the reasons why this is not one of those

typical marriage books and why you should have this book now:First, the book helps you assess the

status of your marriage.The main reason why married individuals have the difficulty of fixing their

marriage is the lack in diagnosing what the problem is. You cannot give a solution to the problem

that you do not know, right? Through this book, the nature of the marriage is discussed, its

vulnerable aspects are exposed, and a variety of marriage tips are given. So if you are bombarded

with many questions about your relationship, seek the answers now.Second, Ã¢â‚¬Å“How to Save

Your MarriageÃ¢â‚¬Â• urges you stay in the marriage.Most of the time, the question that persons

involved in a problematic marriage seeks answers to is: Ã¢â‚¬Å“Why should I still stay?Ã¢â‚¬Â•

Without getting these answers, people do not see the reason to try. This book gives the multitude of

purposes of people who engaged in marriages. With these discussed, you can ask yourself the

question again and find the answer within your reach. My pal, the opportunity to get the answers

you have been searching for so long is here. Take advantage of this marriage help.Third and most

importantly, the book lets you appreciate your relationship with your better half.In a situation such as

yours, more negative vibes would just worsen the problem. This book injects a boost of optimism

that every person struggling to revitalize their marriage urgently needs. Without the hope that your

marriage will recover from the storm it is overcoming now, you yourself would not be able to

withstand the endless obstacles. This self-help book gives you the reasons why you entered the

union in the first place. And as you read through it, you are reminded of the good memories you

have with your better half Ã¢â‚¬â€œ the foundation that continues to keep the marriage live. Help

yourself indulge into this nostalgia, so that you may regain strength to fight another day.The other

contents of the book include the most informative chapters such as:Marriage 101Marriages of Yore,

Marriages of NowMarriages for Better Life so much more!Saving marriage cannot be successful

without marriage advice, marriage counseling, and marriage communication. However, all of these

are not possible without personal contemplation. Realize that you need to be predisposed to endure



the storm. My friend, prepare yourself now. Get back to the drawing board, fill your mind and heart

with realizations, Ã‚Â click the BUY BUTTON above, and come out as a person who aims to fight

for the one thing that keeps the world living: love.Ã‚Â ----Also, Here's A Quick Way To Master The

Most Cutting-Edge 15 Self-Help Techniques. Grab it FREE below:http://bit.ly/1QemHgV Tags:

Saving marriage, marriage help, marriage counseling, marriage books, marriage advice, marriage

communication, marriage tips, Relationship Connection, Intimacy, Trust
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Author Cory Spring gives a timely reminder to couples who are currently faced with challenges in

their respective marriages. In his new book this year (2016), Marriage, How to Save Your Marriage

and Rebuild Connection, Intimacy and Trust by Understanding It Better is a book about how

husband and wife can save a failing marriage by reminding the married readers of their vows of

staying together no matter what their individual differences maybe. This is a highly recommended

read. Kudos to the author !!!



This book is easy to read. It is interesting and oh-so informative. It turns out that there have been so

many things I took for granted and this book helped me realize exactly what my husband and I have

been doing right, what we've been doing wrong and what else we can do to strengthen the bond.

This saved me from so much marital grief and frustration. Every married couple should read this

book.

This is a must have book for couples who are having problems in their marriage and in the verge of

separation. In this book you will see a lot of useful tips and information on how to save your

marriage and build a strong connection, intimacy and trust. If youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re looking for a

very well detailed guidebook for marriage help and marriage counseling, buy this book. It is indeed a

very good read and I highly recommend it to all the married couple out there.

Marriage is one challenging and still rewarding institution depending on how you give it an Approach

in life. The basic issue is that do your best to make it work with prayers and patience, This book

gives the multitude of purposes of people who engaged in marriages and their experiences, face

reality and live the best you can.

Blah blah blah. What a waste.

Great Book!
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